


   

 

24 October 2017 

 

 

The Hon. Nigel Scullion 

Minister for Indigenous Affairs 

PO Box 6100 

Senate 

Parliament House 

CANBERRA ACT 2600 

 

 

Dear Minister Scullion,  

 

 DIVESTMENT OF 162-202 GEORGE STREET REDFERN (AKA NCIE) TO  

THE NEW SOUTH WEALES ABORIGINAL LAND COUNCIL  

 

I write to inform you that the New South Wales Aboriginal Land Council (NSWALC) recently approved the 

development of a proposal to seek agreement with the Indigenous Land Corporation (ILC) on the 

divestment of its asset at 162-202 George St, Redfern (the Property) to NSWALC.  

 

NSWALC has commenced an investigation into the Property and will be putting forth a divestment 

proposal to the ILC by December 2017.  

 

NSWALC is of the view that we are in the best possible position to manage and utilise the property for the 

continued benefit of Aboriginal people and communities across the state of New South Wales. We are 

already responsible for significant assets and programs run for the benefit of Aboriginal peoples in NSW. 

NSWALC’s Chief Executive Officer, Mr James Christian PSM, has now discussed and written to the ILC’s 

Chief Executive Officer, Mr John Maher, about NSWALCs genuine and legitimate interest in acquiring the 

asset. It is proposed that a consultant be engaged by NSWALC to work with both organisations on the 

development and assessment of options. NSWALC has sought the agreement of the ILC’s Chief Executive 

Officer to the assessment, which would require access to ILC decision makers and property information. 

 

Given your support of our organisation in pursuit of its goals in the past, we are optimistic that an 

acceptable proposal will submitted for consideration and approval. 

 

Kind regards, 

 
 

Roy Ah-See 

Chairperson 

New South Wales Aboriginal Land Council 
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BOARD INFORMATION PAPER 
BOARD MEETING No 219—6 December 2017 
 
 

NSWALC REQUEST TO DIVEST NCIE 
 

 
 
Purpose  
 
To provide the Board with information on the NSW Aboriginal Land Council (NSWALC) interest 
in the divestment of NCIE.  
 
 

Recommendation 

That the Board: 

1. Notes the content of this briefing 
2. Notes the ILC’s communication of the matter with NCIE and with NSWALC (as per 

attachments). 
 

 
Link to Strategic Intent 
 
Strategy 1: Creating a strong value proposition, legitimacy and support from key constituencies 
by ensuring the ILC’s divestment of the NCIE asset accords with its divestment policies and 
standards, and relationships with future landowners.  
 
Strategy 2: Positioning the ILC to invest in the future by reducing the financial dependency of the 
NCIE asset. 
 
Strategy 5: Building an ILC structure, capability and culture to drive strategic intent by ensuring 
the divestment strategy for NCIE supports the ILC subsidiary transitions. 
 
Executive Summary 
 
On 24 October 2017 NSWALC wrote to the ILC seeking agreement to enter discussions on the 
divestment to it of NCIE, and its proposal to further develop the site (refer Attachment A). 
 
NSWALC Chairperson Mr Roy-Ah See also wrote to the Minister advising him of its request (refer 
Attachment B). 
 
On 31 October 2017 the ILC Group CEO provided Directors with a copy of this correspondence. 
Similarly the ILC Deputy CEO advised the NCIE Executive Chair and Acting CEO of the 
correspondence, noting the highly confidential nature of the correspondence. 
 
On 8 November 2017, the ILC wrote to NSWALC advising that the ILC confirmed in-principle 
agreement to consider a proposal from NSWALC. NSWALC was advised that such an agreement 
to consider a proposal:  
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• Did not give any assurances that the ILC is agreeable to divestment of the property to 
NSWALC, but simply agrees to consider its proposal 

• Did not preclude the ILC from considering other proposals. 
 
The ILC has also sought NSWALC’s assurances that the matter will be considered in confidence, 
protecting the ILC’s stakeholder relationships in Redfern and NSW. 
 
The ILC will continue discussions with NSWALC on its proposal and future divestment 
consideration, without any commitment to divest. 
 
Key Issues 
 
As an ILC-held property, the ILC remains the lead/responsible agent for divestment discussions, 
including those with the NSWALC or any other potential titleholding body. 
 
The ILC has given assurances to NCIE that it will be kept abreast of divestment discussions and 
included where appropriate. 
 
It will be critical to ensure the ILC’s divestment planning, due diligence and stakeholder 
discussions are respectful and inclusive of NCIE and cognisant of both the NCIE Transitional 
Planning and Master Planning exercises. 
 
The ILC will maintain close contact and undertake regular briefings with the NCIE to ensure 
synergies in the pieces of work. 
 
In addition to the ILC’s usual divestment discussions and due diligence, matters of community 
relationships, politics, governance and sensitivities will be heavily scrutinised by the ILC. 
 
Recommendation 
 
It is recommended that the Board notes the content of this briefing and communications 
between the ILC, NSWALC and NCIE. 
 
Endorsements 

Recommended by: 

Tricia Button 
A/Deputy CEO 

14 November 2017  

In recommending this, I declare I have no conflict 
of interest 

Supported by: 

John Maher 
ILC Group CEO  

14 November 2017  

In supporting this recommendation, I declare I 
have no conflict of interest 

 
Attachments 
A. NSWALC Letter to ILC CEO 
B. NSWALC Chair Letter to Minister for Indigenous Affairs 
C. ILC Response to NSWALC 
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BOARD DECISION PAPER 
BOARD MEETING No 221—21 February 2018 
 
 

NATIONAL CENTRE OF INDIGENOUS EXCELLENCE— 
 TRANSITION OPTIONS 

 
 
 
Purpose  

To provide the Board with options regarding the transition of National Centre for Indigenous 
Excellence Ltd (NCIE).  
 
 

Recommendation 

That the Board endorses Option B, that is: 

•  
• to place further work on the integration of NCIE Ltd into the ILC on hold until a detailed 

Divestment Strategy for the property and operating entity is developed and endorsed by 
the ILC Board. 

 

 
Link to Strategic Intent 

Strategy 2: Positioning the ILC to invest in the future by reducing the financial dependency of 
NCIE on ILC funds via the divestment of the asset and operating entity. 

Strategy 5: Building an ILC structure, capability and culture to drive strategic intent by aligning 
the governance structure of NCIE to that of the ILC. 
 
Executive Summary 
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It is also important to consider potential changes to NCIE’s operating environment in transition 
planning, particularly in light of emerging divestment discussions with the New South Wales 
Aboriginal Land Council (NSWALC). Should divestment discussions progress as anticipated, the 
ILC could be considering a divestment decision for NCIE within six to 12 months.  
 
Therefore, it is recommended that further work on the integration of NCIE’s operations into the 
ILC be considered in the broader context of a detailed Divestment Strategy for NCIE. The 
recommendation is based on the following rationale: 
 
• The ILC is obliged under the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Act (2005) to divest all 

properties it acquires within a reasonable timeframe and is committed to developing 
divestment strategies for each of its landholdings 

• Since its establishment, a detailed divestment strategy has not been in place for NCIE 

• NSWALC is a financially secure statutory landholding body with a mandate to acquire 
culturally significant and economically viable land, pursuing cultural, social and economic 
independence for Indigenous people in NSW 

• The integration of NCIE Ltd’s operations into the ILC may hinder, as opposed to assist, in the 
divestment of the property and the operating entity 

• Issues outlined within the Board commissioned Baseline Review of ILC Governance and 
Structures (outlined above) can be addressed at the governance level via structural changes 
to the NCIE Board.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
It is imperative that NCIE is fully aligned and committed to the implementation of the 
Divestment Strategy the ILC Board endorses. With this in mind, it is also recommended that the 
NCIE CEO commence a reporting line to the ILC Group CEO. 
 
Therefore, two options are proposed for Board consideration: 
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A. Develop NCIE Divestment Strategy—current Board and administration arrangements are 
maintained while a detailed Divestment Strategy is developed for the NCIE property and 
operating company (with integration considered within the Divestment Strategy), or 

B. Develop NCIE Divestment Strategy and amend governance structure—while a detailed 
Divestment Strategy is developed for both the NCIE property and operating company, NCIE 
Board membership is amended to include only two ILC Directors to maintain basic 
compliance and operational matters. Key strategic decisions such as the highest and best 
use assessment and divestment related activity should be referred to the ILC Board.  

 
 

 

 

  

  
 

 
 
Endorsements 

Recommended by: 

Tim Larkin 
Integration Project Manager 

5 February 2018 

In recommending this, I declare I have no conflict of interest 

Supported by: 

John Maher 
ILC Group CEO  

… February 2018 

In supporting this recommendation, I declare I have no conflict of interest 
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Commercial in Confidence 

BOARD DECISION 
 
 

Decision No  
 

 
BOARD MEETING No:  221 
MEETING DATE:  21 February 2018 
 
PROJECT NAME:  NCIE Transition Options 
 

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE INDIGENOUS LAND CORPORATION: 

1. Notes the information in the briefing paper entitled National Centre of Indigenous 
Excellence—Transition Options. 

2. Endorses the ILC to develop a detailed Divestment Strategy for the NCIE asset and operating 
company. 

 
 

 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
SIGNED, Edward Fry, Chairperson ………………………………….….………… Date: 21.02.18 
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BOARD BRIEFING PAPER 
BOARD MEETING No 225—20 June 2018 
 
 

DEVELOPMENT OF NCIE DIVESTMENT PLAN 
 
 
 
Purpose 
 
To brief the Board on the approach to developing, and the proposed content of, a Divestment 
Plan for the National Centre of Indigenous Excellence (NCIE). 
 
 

Recommendation 

That the Board: 

1. Notes the contents of this paper 
2. Advises of any further issues that should be addressed in an NCIE Divestment Plan. 
 

 
Background 
 
The NCIE is a 1.7 hectare property in Redfern, NSW. The property was purchased by the ILC for 
$14,800,000 in 2006, with expenditure of approximately $31 million of ILC funds to build the 
Centre. 
 
Under the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Act (2005) the ILC has an obligation to divest land 
it acquires within a “reasonable timeframe”. Since its establishment, the ILC has not developed 
a detailed Divestment Plan for the NCIE property. 
 
Currently, the ILC subsidises the operations of NCIE Ltd by approximately $3 million per annum. 
The ILC Board’s Strategic Intent states that the ILC will work to reduce the annual subsidy of its 
subsidiaries to provide additional funds to invest in its core mandate. 
 
At its February 2018 meeting, the ILC Board agreed to place the transition of NCIE on hold until 
a detailed Divestment Plan was developed and endorsed by the Board. 
 
In October 2017, the ILC received an unsolicited request from the New South Wales Aboriginal 
Land Council (NSWALC) seeking agreement to enter into discussions on the divestment of NCIE 
to NSWALC. Since that time, NSWALC has completed its own due diligence on the asset. On 
15 May 2018, the ILC received correspondence from NSWALC (see Attachment A) specifically 
requesting the ILC consider divesting the NCIE property to NSWALC.  
 
The ILC met with NSWALC CEO James Christian on 28 May to discuss the contents of its letter 
and to outline the ILC’s requirements for divestment. It was made clear to NSWALC that NCIE is 
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a significant asset in the Indigenous Estate and thus the level of planning and evidence required 
to achieve a divestment will be higher than that of a standard ILC divestment. NSWALC has 
agreed to work with the ILC, and NCIE Ltd where necessary, to develop a proposal that meets 
the ILC’s divestment criteria. 
 
Issues 
 
The ILC will work with NSWALC and NCIE Ltd to develop a detailed Divestment Plan for ILC Board 
endorsement. The Divestment Plan will cover the following issues as a minimum: 
 
Proposed operating model and NSWALC’s capability to deliver  
 
The Divestment Plan will articulate the proposed operating model for the asset and must include 
supporting evidence to demonstrate NSWALC’s capacity to deliver that model.  
 
Initial advice suggests NSWALC will seek to operate NCIE as tenancy and facilities manager, much 
like was initially intended by the ILC when the asset was developed, with specialist service 
providers delivering their programs and services to the local Indigenous community as tenants 
of the property.  
 
The ILC will need to impose criteria on the types of organisations that can lease space in NCIE to 
ensure the continued delivery of Indigenous benefits and to protect the NCIE brand. Lease 
arrangements with tenants would need to be negotiated and executed as part of an agreed 
transition of ownership from the ILC to NSWALC.  
 
While NSWALC has significant property management experience and expertise, the ongoing 
delivery of Indigenous benefits, in line with the ILC statutory mandate, must be at the centre of 
the proposed operating model.  
 
Financial viability and operating costs  
 
The Divestment Plan will include detailed financial forecasts demonstrating how the proposed 
operating model will be financial sustainable, without the need for future ILC funding. The 
operating forecasts will be for a minimum of ten years, with a longer term Asset Management 
Plan required to identify ongoing repairs, maintenance and sinking fund requirements.  
 
If NSWALC is to operate the asset as a facilities manager/landlord, it must demonstrate how 
sufficient income (rent) will be generated while retaining service providers that deliver benefits 
to the local Indigenous community. This will require market valuations of tenancies as well as 
negotiations with both current and prospective tenants. 
 
NSWALC’s correspondence of 15 May 2018 states that it has procured a technical due diligence 
building report that identifies approximately $1 million in urgent repairs and maintenance to 
NCIE facilitates. NSWALC provides a commitment to funding and completing these repairs in its 
correspondence. 
 
Future development of property  
 
NSWALC’s proposal states that NSWALC would look to the future of the property and how it 
could be used for its highest and best use. While the ILC is supportive of a process to consider 
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future development opportunities, any future development must demonstrate the benefits it 
will deliver for the local Indigenous community in line with the ILC’s mandate. 
 
Community consultation 
 
The Divestment Plan will outline how the ILC, NCIE and NSWALC will consult and interact with 
community stakeholders to ensure their views have been sought and considered as part of the 
divestment planning process. The Plan will articulate which stakeholders require consultation, 
when and how the engagement will take place and who will lead the process.   
 
It is important to note that the ILC is not proposing to present stakeholders with a “blank canvas” 
regarding divestment, but rather to seek feedback on the key components of NSWALC’s 
proposal for the future ownership, development and management of the property. 
 
In addition to local community stakeholders and service providers, it will be expected that 
NSWALC engages with relevant Traditional Owner interest groups as well as Local Aboriginal 
Land Councils (LALCS) in its network, ie, Metro and La Perouse LALCs. 
 
NCIE Ltd 
 
The Divestment Plan must articulate what role NCIE Ltd will play in the operation of the NCIE 
asset into the future. This will require consultation with the NCIE Board and Executive, but will 
ultimately be a decision for the ILC Board.  
 
One option is for NSWALC to become the sole member of NCIE Ltd. However, initial advice from 
NSWALC suggests it is unwilling to take on an entity that requires significant subsidy and one 
that is a service provider, which is not its core business. At the other end of the spectrum, the 
ILC could progressively wind up NCIE Ltd, or alternatively look to divest it (the company) to 
another Indigenous community development/service organisation. 
 
Should the ILC pursue divestment of the property to NSWALC, there will be significant work for 
the ILC and NCIE Ltd in transitioning to a new operating model or ownership structure, including 
the employment arrangements for NCIE staff.  
 
Each option will require comprehensive legal and industrial relations advice to ensure NCIE’s 
employees are treated appropriately. 
 
Governance and legal matters 
 
The Divestment Plan will clearly articulate NSWALC’s governance structure, functions and 
obligations under its enabling legislation, the NSW Aboriginal Land Rights Act (1983), including 
its suitability to receive land from the ILC. It will outline the legal structure of the proposed 
ownership model, as well as relevant information on NSWALC’s policies and procedures, its track 
record of property ownership and management and its financial security. The Divestment Plan 
will also describe NSWALC’s obligations to represent the interests of its members. 
 
NSWALC finances 
 
The Divestment Plan will provide commentary and analysis on the state of the NSWALC 
Statutory Investment Fund, and NSWALC’s finances in general. In particular, it must provide 
evidence of NWALC’s financial capacity to deliver on its proposed operating model. 
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Indigenous benefits 
 
In line with the ILC’s KPIs and benefits framework, the Divestment Plan will articulate the 
proposed Indigenous benefits that will result from divestment of the property to NSWALC.  
 
ILC Deed of Grant of Land conditions 
 
The Divestment Plan will outline the ILC’s terms of divestment. That is, those conditions that the 
ILC will impose on NSWALC to ensure its ownership and use of the property remains in line with 
the ILC’s mandate.  
 
Risk Management and Work Health and Safety (WHS) 
 
The Divestment Plan must outline how NSWALC will manage the WHS obligations associated 
with owning and managing the NCIE asset. The Divestment Plan will also include a risk 
management and treatment plan in line with the ILC Risk Management Framework. 
 
Recommendation 
 
That the Board: 
 
1. Notes the contents of this paper 
2. Advises of any further issues that should be addressed in an NCIE Divestment Plan. 
 
 
 
 
 
TIM LARKIN 
Executive Director 
Program Delivery 
 
12 June 2018 
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BOARD BRIEFING PAPER 
BOARD MEETING No 233—20 February 2019 
 
 

DIVESTMENT PLAN—NCIE, 180 GEORGE St REDFERN, NSW 
 
 
 

Purpose 
 
To brief the Board on the progress of developing the Divestment Plan for the National Centre of 
Indigenous Excellence (NCIE), Redfern, NSW and to seek feedback on proposed next steps.  
 
 

Recommendation 

That the Board: 

1. Notes the contents of this paper 

2. Provides direction as to its appetite to wind up NCIE Ltd once the NCIE asset has been 
divested to an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander corporation (such as the NSW 
Aboriginal Land Council). 

 

 
Background  
 
The NCIE is a 1.7 hectare property in Redfern, NSW. The property was purchased by the ILSC for 
$14,800,000 in 2006, with additional expenditure of approximately $31 million of ILSC funds to 
build the Centre. 
 
Under the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Act (2005) the ILSC has an obligation to divest 
land it acquires within a “reasonable timeframe”. Since its establishment, the ILSC has not 
developed a detailed Divestment Plan for the NCIE property. 
 
Currently, the ILSC subsidises the operations of NCIE Ltd by approximately $3 million per annum. 
The ILSC Board’s Strategic Intent states that the ILSC will work to reduce the annual subsidy of 
its subsidiaries to provide additional funds to invest in its core mandate. 
 
In October 2017, the ILSC received an unsolicited request from the NSW Aboriginal Land Council 
(NSWALC) seeking agreement to enter into discussions on the divestment of NCIE to NSWALC. 
In May 2018, the ILSC received correspondence specifically requesting the ILSC consider 
divesting the NCIE property to NSWALC.  
 
At its June 2018 meeting, the Board endorsed the ILSC to continue to work with NSWALC on the 
development of a plan based on the approved minimum divestment criteria and issues to be 
addressed towards divestment of NCIE. Since that time, the ILSC has worked with NSWALC to 
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facilitate the development of an operating model and enable NSWALC to complete further due 
diligence.  
 
Issues 
 
NSWALC has developed three potential scenarios that have been modelled to the extent of pre-
feasibility only, and for a period of up to ten years.  
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•  
 

  
 

  
 
 

 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
Therefore, the ILSC must come to a decision on its future plans for NCIE Ltd, including on what 
basis it would continue to hold NCIE Ltd as a subsidiary company post divestment.  

 
 

 
 
Therefore, it is ILSC Management’s position that, should a divestment to NSWALC meet 
divestment criteria, a plan should be developed to gradually wind down NCIE’s operations over 
an agreed period before it is wound up and its assets distributed in line with its constitution. 
 
Given the significance of this decision, ILSC Management seeks advice from the Board as to its 
appetite for the position outlined above. If endorsed, the ILSC will develop a plan for the Board’s 
consideration outlining how a gradual wind down might work. 
 
The Board should also note that terms of reference for a community consultation process have 
been developed. Again, the question of NCIE Ltd’s future post divestment will be a key issue 
raised by stakeholders. It will be beneficial for the ILSC to have a clear position of this prior to 
the consultation process beginning.    
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Recommendation 

That the Board: 

1. Notes the contents of this paper 

2. Provides direction as to its appetite to wind up NCIE Ltd once the NCIE asset has been 
divested to an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander corporation (such as the NSW Aboriginal 
Land Council). 

 
Endorsements 

Recommended by  

Tricia Stroud 
Deputy CEO 

11 February 2019 

In making this recommendation, I declare I 
have no conflict of interest. 

Supported 

John Maher 
ILSC Group CEO 

11 February 2019 

In supporting this recommendation, I declare I have 
no conflict of interest. 
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ATTACHMENT A 
NSWALC Capability Assessment 

 
 
NSWALC is the State's peak representative body in Aboriginal Affairs working for the return of 
culturally significant and economically viable land and pursuing cultural, social and economic 
opportunities for Aboriginal people in NSW. NSWALC’s functions under the Aboriginal Land 
Rights Act (1983) (ALRA) provides a mandate to facilitate benefits, in conjunction with a network 
of Local Aboriginal Land Councils through: 
 
• Land acquisition either by land claim or purchase 

• Establishment of commercial enterprises and community benefit schemes to create a 
sustainable economic base for Aboriginal communities 

• Maintenance and enhancement of Aboriginal culture, identity and heritage (including the 
management of traditional sites and cultural materials within NSW). 

 
Financial Viability and Sustainability of NSWALC 
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